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Nicknamed ‘Queen Anne’s footstool’, St John’s, Smith Square, Westminster, was designed by
Thomas Archer and completed in 1728. The four ‘legs’ were added to stabilise the church
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SHAKESPEARE’S ROSE
The south bank of the Thames (Bankside) opposite the City of London was,
until fairly recently, a little-known area for tourists. With the conversion of a
power station into Tate Modern, the reconstructed Globe Theatre (where Let’s
Make Tudor Music was launched (Teacher’s Book Ref B847 £17.00 – Pupil’s
Book (Pack of 10) Ref B848 £17.00) and provided the inspiration for Bryan Kelly’s Globe
Theatre Suite (Ref H452 £6.50) for descant recorder or piccolo and piano), together with the
opening of the Shard, the tallest building in the EU, the area has been transformed. In the
sixteenth century this part of London was a hive of activity with inns, bear and bull bating
arenas, gambling dens and brothels – all of which the City Fathers preferred not to have within
the square mile on the north bank. Likewise, throughout the 1580s and 90s, plays were not
permitted in the City since, being performed in the afternoons, they took workers and
apprentices from their jobs as well as attracting thieves and other unsavoury characters.
London’s first purpose built ‘playhouses’, as Elizabethans called theatres, were built in the
suburbs. In 1587 the Rose, the first successful playhouse on Bankside, was erected. It was here
that Shakespeare must have done much of his early theatre-going, and, thanks to the diary of the
owner and property entrepreneur, Philip Henslowe – preserved at Dulwich College – we know
that two of Shakespeare’s early plays were first performed there. Henry VI Pt 1 and the play,
listed as ‘titus & andronicus’, did particularly well at the box office in January 1594. Later that
year ‘kinge leare’ and ‘hamlet’, and ‘tamynge of A shrowe’ were also presented. Whether
Shakespeare acted at the Rose is unknown, but long-established tradition states that he did.
Enlarged in 1592 at the cost of £105, the Rose was forced to close later that year, along with
other playhouses, due to an outbreak of plague, and remained that way for two years. Shortly
after re-opening, a larger rival theatre opened only a few yards away, having been transported
across the Thames from its previous location when the ground-lease ran out. This new
playhouse was called the Globe. The Rose continued to put on plays for a few more years
before being demolished around 1610. There the story ended until 1989 when the foundations
were discovered. Hasty archaeological work was carried out on the western half of the
playhouse and the remains can still be seen every Saturday, now encased in a 1990s office
block. In this, the 450th anniversary of Shakespeare’s birth, attention is focused on
Shakespeare’s birthplace, Stratford upon Avon, on the reconstructed Shakespeare’s Globe in
London, and also on the Rose, which, it is hoped, will be rebuilt on the original foundations.
Music played a significant part in Elizabethan playhouses, and Ralph Vaughan Williams has, in
his Three Elizabethan Part Songs set two of Shakespeare’s songs to music – The Willow Song
(from Othello) (SATB Ref W138 £1.75, SSA Ref 20767 £1.75) and O Mistress Mine (from
Twelfth Night) (SATB Ref 20764 £1.75). The third work in the trilogy is A Sweet Day with
words by George Herbert (SATB Ref 20766 £1.75, SSA Ref 20765 £1.75).
Site of the Rose

Detail from Visscher’s View of London 1616
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Shards of Light
for Solo Violin
by

Rhian Samuel

One continuous movement juxtaposes extremely contrasting
sections. The virtuosity is in the textural detail. The bow, used
initially as an impressionist painter’s brush — the pianissimo sul
tasto — at other moments cuts like a diamond through a glittering
extended fortissimo central toccata. Beauty of sound is always
paramount. Surprisingly, despite the title, nowhere is the
instrument required to produce a brittle sound or play ponticello.
Nuances of articulation, particularly grace notes, are explored in a
freer rhapsodic section, equivalent to a cadenza, and finally the
piece shrinks, almost Webern-like, to a distillation of the music
into its significant fragmentary intervals.
Ref Y228 £7.00
Michael Schofield

Sheet Music Review
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HOBGOBLIN NOR FOUL FIEND CAN DAUNT HIS SPIRIT
TO BE A PILGRIM
John Bunyan

Long before Shakespeare earned a living on the south bank
of the Thames, pilgrims would gather in Southwark at the
start of their journey to Canterbury to pay homage and
perhaps gain healing at the shrine of Archbishop Thomas
Becket, so brutally murdered by four misguided knights on
29th December 1170.
Becket was born in Cheapside, across the Thames in the
City of London, on 21st December 1118 (or 1120). He
became a friend of King Henry II and, following a period as
A Seal of the Abbot of Arbroath,
Lord Chancellor, was nominated as Archbishop of
showing the murder of Becket.
Canterbury in 1162. The King believed that Becket would
Arbroath Abbey was founded eight
support him over the Church, but when the news reached
years after the Archbishop’s death
Henry that Thomas was excommunicating opponents to the
and dedicated to him.
laws of the Church which were contrary to those of the
State, Henry is reported to have said ‘Will no one rid me of this turbulent priest?’ Whether these
were the exact words is unknown, but the sentiments were interpreted by the four knights as a
royal command to assassinate the Archbishop, or at the very least, to bring him to order.
Becket was canonised in 1173 and Canterbury became one of the foremost centres of
pilgrimage in the country, bringing great wealth to the monastery. We meet ‘sundry folk’ at the
Tabard Inn in Southwark in Geoffrey Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales – written towards the end of
the fourteenth century – and follow them on their pilgrimage to Canterbury, with a prize of a
free dinner at the Tabard on their return to the teller of the best tale whilst on their journey – a
trip that, in the book, they never complete. However, many today do reach the Cathedral city
although the shrine and Becket’s remains were destroyed in 1538 by command of Henry VIII
during the Dissolution of the Monasteries.
The Cathedral now boasts a very fine choir and in 2003 Bryan Kelly wrote Canterbury
Responses for unaccompanied high voices (Ref W212 £2.15) especially for the choristers, and
the work was first performed there that summer. This set of responses uses a two- or three-part
texture for treble/soprano voices.
The music provides transparent
Canterbury
harmonies and clear textures, with
Responses
much use of imitation and triadic
Preces, Responses and the Lord’s Prayer
movement. They could be
for unaccompanied high voices
by
performed effectively by choirs
Bryan Kelly
with confident upper voices –
there is a lot of work at the top of
the stave – but are really only
suited to choral, and not
congregational singing. They
include a setting of the Lord’s
Prayer alongside Preces and
Responses, and are ideal for
choral evensong where lower
voices (ATB) are scarce.
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LEST WE FORGET
A century passes, memories will fade;
war’s sun goes down, sharp pain is hid in shade.
Yet still we pray for peace, as those men prayed;
we will remember them. [we will remember, we will remember.]
Ten times ten thousand fell amid that rage.
What is the gain we measure from that age,
once reaped from carnage on that harrowed stage?
We will remember them. [We will remember, we will remember.]
While some were buried, others have no grave,
unmarked they fell, yet all, we say, were brave,
and still we stand in thanks for all they gave:
we will remember them. [we will remember, we will remember.]
Then let us work and move and strive for peace
until the grace of God can bring release,
and then all nations sing and never cease:
Alleluia! [Alleluia! Alleluia!]
Andrew Pratt (born 1948)
© 2014 Stainer & Bell Ltd.
The tunes ENGELBERG or SINE NOMINE are commended for this text. When using
SINE NOMINE the alternative verse ending shown in square brackets should be sung.

Once crimson poppies bloomed
out in a foreign field,
each memory reminds
where brutal death was sealed.
The crimson petals flutter down,
still hatred forms a thorny crown.

For in this present time
we wait in vain for peace,
each generation cries,
each longing for release,
while war still plagues the human race
and families seek a hiding place.

How long will human life
suffer for human greed?
How long must race or pride,
wealth, nationhood or creed
be reasons justifying death
to suffocate a nation’s breath?

For everyone who dies
we share a quiet grief,
the pain of loss remains,
time rarely brings relief,
and so we will remember them
and heaven sound a loud amen.
Andrew Pratt (born 1948)
© 2012 Stainer & Bell Ltd.

The tune LITTLE CORNARD is commended for this text.
For the period 2014–2018 all royalties received for the use of these hymn texts will be donated to SSAFA (Soldiers, Sailors
and Airmen Families Association) – the National Armed Forces Charity providing support for military families. Copies
may be made for local church use if you hold a current Church Copyright Licence and include their use on your returns to
CCLI. Alternatively, you need, prior to use, to send £12.00 (£10.00 + VAT) to Stainer & Bell Ltd. This fee will be accepted
until 31.12.2018. The making of local church hymn/song books (unless covered by the terms of your Church Copyright
Licence) and all wider and commercial use requires prior application to Stainer & Bell Ltd.

The Thiepval Memorial, designed by Sir Edwin Lutyens, commemorates the 72,000 British soldiers
who fell in the Somme battles between July 1916 and March 1918 and have no grave.
Photograph © Chris Hartford from London UK
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SASSOON AND ROOTHAM
Siegfried Sassoon (1886–1967) was educated at
Marlborough College and Clare College, Cambridge.
In 1914 he enlisted as a trooper in the Sussex
Yeomanry and, two years later, was awarded the
Military Cross.

Siegfried Sassoon
of the Sussex Yeomanry

In June 1917, amid the trauma of war, Sassoon was
sent to Craiglockart War Hospital, near Edinburgh,
where he became a patient of the distinguished
psychologist and anthropologist William H R Rivers.
When in 1919, Rivers returned to Cambridge as
Prelector in Natural Sciences at St John’s College,
Sassoon became a regular visitor to his rooms. Here,
the poet was to meet Cyril Rootham and this
friendship was to result in the composition of the
seven songs for medium voice and piano contained in
Siegfried Sassoon Songs (Ref B670 £6.30).

Dating from 1919, these works, though contrasted in mood, offer many characteristics of
Rootham’s mature style. Within his music there is a deep lyrical trait which is allied to a
dynamic energy, so typical of the man. Typical also is the imagery in which natural life and
physical elements are transmuted into a directness which evokes the essence of the human
mood. Such imagery is much in evidence in these lovely settings.
Cyril Bradley Rootham was born in Bristol on 5th October 1875, the
son of Daniel Wilberforce Rootham, a distinguished musician and
conductor of the Bristol Madrigal Society for fifty years. Educated at
Bristol Grammar School, he went up to St John’s College,
Cambridge in 1894, with an Exhibition in Classics. In the same year
he was awarded a Stewart of Rannoch Scholarship for Sacred Music
and, one year later, in 1895, was elected a Choral Scholar of the
College. In his final year Rootham undertook the duties of organist
as deputy for Dr Garrett.

Cyril Rootham

From Cambridge he went to the Royal College of Music and studied under Parry, Stanford and
Parratt, being at the same time organist of Christ Church, Hampstead. In 1901 he was appointed
organist at St Asaph Cathedral in North Wales, but within six months was invited back to
Cambridge as organist of his old college. Here he was to remain till his death in 1938.
As well as his duties at St John’s, Rootham lectured at the university, gave recitals, examined
and conducted the Cambridge University Musical Society for twenty-four years and staged
many first performances as well as the scholarly revivals of music by Bach, Purcell and Mozart.
Yet, despite all this activity, Rootham never allowed himself to be deflected from his main aim
in life, the composition of music.
Kenneth Shenton
A further selection of songs set by this composer to several authors’ texts is contained in Cyril Rootham Six
Songs (Ref B653 £6.30) and ‘Epinikion’ (Song of Victory) is contained within By Babylon’s Streams –
Organ music of the Romantic School (Ref H455 £12.00). See also www.stainer.co.uk/rootham.html
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SUMMER SUNS ARE GLOWING
OVER LAND AND SEA
Alfred Hollins was born in Hull in 1865, and, at the age of nine, attended the Wilberforce
Institute for the Blind in York. Four years later he moved to London and at the Royal
Normal College for the Blind he studied the piano under Frits Hartvigson and the organ
with E J Hopkins. He was still a boy when he played Beethoven’s Concerto in E flat major
at the Crystal Palace and just sixteen when he played before Queen Victoria at Windsor
Castle.
In 1886 Alfred was taken to America with a quartet party of blind performers. A second
visit two years later was made independently of the College, when he played with the chief
orchestras of Boston and New York.
Leaving London in 1897, Hollins was appointed organist of the Free St George’s Church in
Edinburgh. In August and September 1904 he gave a number of organ recitals in Australia,
‘creating great enthusiasm by his wonderful skill’. Subsequent recital tours included three
in South Africa (1907, 1909 and 1916), with an extensive recital tour in the USA in 1925.
Hollins’ compositions are marked by sound musicianship and originality. They include
songs, church music and solos for various instruments. His organ works attained wide and
deserved popularity during his lifetime, with A Song of Sunshine (Ref H300 £6.00) being
one of his most enduring.
He was honoured as a Fellow of the Royal College of Organists and received the degree of
Mus.D honoris causa at Edinburgh University in 1922. In 1936, Hollins published his
autobiography ‘A Blind Musician Looks Back’, and in the next year he celebrated the
fortieth anniversary of his appointment to St George’s Church. He died in 1942 in
Edinburgh.

A SONG
OF
SUNSHINE
for Organ

ALFRED HOLLINS

Stainer & Bell
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WOODBINE WILLIE

*

If the men can only get a ‘fag’ or a pipe they are content. They
pay no heed to discomfort in the trenches, or on the march in the
worst weather. Even if they are without their rations they won’t
complain if ‘fags’ don’t fail. Some have been reduced to smoking
their allowances of tea. Others have smoked brown paper or
leaves from trees.
The Bystander (a British weekly tabloid magazine)
Cigarettes were seen as almost essential to the British Tommy in the trenches during the
First World War. Partaking of a ‘smoke’ with a fellow soldier aided camaraderie and
sharing a cigarette with a wounded enemy soldier or prisoner of war was seen as the
ultimate display of compassion.
Manufacturers used the war to gain publicity and by August 1915, three million ‘Black
Cat’ cigarettes had been sent to the front by the Carreras Tobacco Company. Princess
Mary had already sent cigarettes to the troops in her Christmas Gift Box in 1914. Enter
onto the scene the Rev Geoffrey Studdert Kennedy.
Born in Leeds in 1883, the seventh of nine children,
Geoffrey was educated at Leeds Grammar School and
Trinity College Dublin where he gained a degree in classics
and divinity.
At the outbreak of war in 1914, when vicar of St Paul’s,
Worcester, he volunteered as a chaplain to the army on the
Western Front. Often in the thick of the fighting, braving
shells and bullets, he gained his nickname ‘Woodbine
Willie’ for distributing Woodbine cigarettes, a copy of the
New Testament and spiritual aid to the troops. Soldiers said
that they liked his salty language and irreverent style of
preaching. Geoffrey described his ministry as taking ‘a box of fags in your haversack,
and a great deal of love in your heart’.
In 1917 Studdert Kennedy was awarded the Military Cross. His citation reads: ‘For
conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty. He showed the greatest courage and
disregard for his own safety in attending to the wounded under heavy fire. He searched
shell holes for our own and enemy wounded, assisting them to the dressing station, and
his cheerfulness and endurance had a splendid effect on the ranks in the front trenches,
which he constantly visited.’
When the war ended, he wrote a number of poems about his wartime experience, and,
took up another battle – that against poverty, unemployment, injustice and war itself. He
also penned several hymns including ‘Awake, awake to love and work!’.

*Cigarettes were both smaller and without filters at the time o
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Come, let thy voice be one with theirs,
Shout with their shout of praise;
See how the giant sun soars up,
Great lord of years and days;
So let the love of Jesus come,
And set thy soul ablaze.

Awake, awake to love and work!
The lark is in the sky,
The fields are wet with diamond dew,
The worlds awake to cry
Their blessings on the Lord of Life,
As He goes meekly by.

To give, and give, and give again,
What God hath given thee;
To spend thy self nor count the cost;
To serve right gloriously
The God who gave all worlds that are,
And all that are to be.
Geoffrey A Studdert Kennedy (1883-1929)

WAR
There’s a soul in the Eternal,
Standing stiff before the King.
There’s a little English maiden
Sorrowing.
There’s a proud and tearless woman,
Seeing pictures in the fire.
There’s a broken battered body
On the wire.
Geoffrey A Studdert Kennedy (1883-1929)

Whilst on a lecture tour on behalf of the Industrial Christian Fellowship, Geoffrey
Studdert Kennedy was taken ill in Liverpool and died there on 8th March 1929. At
his funeral a crowd of 2,000 turned out to watch the cortege and tossed packets of
Woodbines onto the hearse.

Plaque in Worcester Cathedral

Stainer & Bell has been publishing hymns and poetry since the 1960s.
Please consult our Religious Catalogue (Ref T68).
of the Great War and the harmful effects of smoking unknown.
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HYMNWRITERS
The first volume in a series telling in depth the life stories of some
great hymnwriters. The stories can easily be turned into occasional
performances of hymns with interspersed readings. There are
numerous quotations helpful to this end. The volume covers Thomas
Ken, Reginald Heber, John Ellerton and William Walsham How.
‘Quotations from hymns, letters and diaries, together with photographs,
illustrate the text fully. We have come to associate a special combination of
lively style and meticulous research with the writings of Bernard Braley. In this
first volume on hymnwriters we are not disappointed.’
THE LOCAL PREACHERS MAGAZINE

‘Mr Braley’s biographical method is highly original – so far as I know unique – but carefully contrived to
suit the nature of his subjects. His unorthodox method helps to make these men new to us, and powerfully to
THE HYMN SOCIETY BULLETIN
promote in us a sense of fellowship with them.’

Hymnwriters 1 Hardback (Ref B667) £12.00
The second volume of the series includes Henry Baker, Albert
Bayly, James Montgomery and the former slave boat captain and
author of Amazing Grace, John Newton.
‘Hymn lovers will wish to congratulate Bernard Braley on his successful
production of Hymnwriters 2, the second volume of biographical material of
distinguished authors of hymns. The dust jacket tells us that ‘this book is
first of all just to be enjoyed for the reading of it’ and without doubt much
enjoyment is offered to the reader. The author has amassed a remarkable
amount of detail concerning four hymnwriters, and, as in Hymnwriters 1,
there is a main narrative section on each page with marginal columns and
separate boxes for interesting references and quotations.’
THE HYMN SOCIETY BULLETIN

Hymnwriters 2 Hardback (Ref B763) £12.00
The third volume covers the lives of George Herbert, the
seventeenth-century religious poet and parson; Edward Plumptre,
the nineteenth-century educationalist and theologian who became
Dean of Wells Cathedral; Robert Bridges, Poet Laureate and
eccentric; and Fred Pratt Green, who took up hymnwriting
seriously at an age when many retire, and whose twentieth-century
hymns are now sung across the world.
Hymnwriters 3 ‘has a classical and appropriate cover, featuring an organ
and bench with portraits of hymnologists. Also the near-magazine format,
featuring side-bars, boxed sections, photos and drawings and a number of
different typefaces, make it a really top-class production. This also has
impressive indices: Index of Persons, Index of Place Names, General Index
and, lastly, Index of Tunes. Anybody interested in the hymnology/poetry of
all the people covered in this finely produced book should add it to their
LIBRARIANS’ CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP NEWSLETTER
library.’

Hymnwriters 3 Hardback (Ref B789) £12.00

SPECIAL OFFER
Buy all three hardback books together for £25.20 + p+p (Ref HW3) and save £10.80.
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In this collection of duos, you, the performer, have
the chance to lead the music wherever your
imagination takes you. By listening to your partner
as you play, and responding spontaneously in
creative duet you can develop your musicianship
along the way.
Each of the pieces is followed by helpful ideas to
enable you to get the most out of the music, and
from the ‘Impro’ sections especially. In addition,
for anyone who is beginning improvisation for the
first time, here are some suggestions to help you
get started.
Don’t worry about making mistakes – mistakes
don’t apply here. The whole world of sound, both
music and ‘noise’, is now at your disposal. So,
whatever your standard of playing, it’s not
technique that matters; technique should never get
in the way of freedom of expression.
Feel free to experiment, and be prepared to try out all sorts of things, including what you have
not yet dared to play – try to be inventive. For example, a glissando could go right up to the end
of the fingerboard, though you’ve not yet visited that area, or perhaps you’ve never played on
two strings at the same time before, but suddenly feel the urge to have a go, or you’d
‘unofficially’ like to try out some harmonics.
Don’t be held back by convention: for example, the one that says you must only bow on areas
associated with ‘proper’ technique. Improvisation is about sound as well as notes and the
variety of sounds possible on the violin is vast. Finding them out through improvisation is also a
voyage of discovery about yourself, and your personal relationship with the instrument.
When one or both of you have finished your ‘Impro’, and it’s clear you want to move on, a nod
of the head is a good way for you to proceed together and move on to the next bars at the same
time. Usually this will be Violin 1. You may find something else works better – it doesn’t
matter as long as it works.
Finally, your improvisations can be as long or short (and as easy or difficult) as you like. Dual
Band is about exploring the world of sound by touching the boundaries you make yourself, and
perhaps even going beyond them. It’s up to you!
Sarah Stiles
Dual Band is a collection of duets for violin with a difference. Whilst much of the music is written down, the
main emphasis on these pieces is improvisation. The music starts with an arranged two-part section leading
to an opportunity for free improvisation, often returning to a final arranged section. A number of
suggestions are given as to how to go about improvisatory sections and novices and more experienced
improvisers alike could make use of the music.
There are a wide variety of styles, including a number of more ‘experimental’ ideas, all of which give an
ideal starting point for young players to dip into the world of improvisation.
Stephen Pusey

SHEET MUSIC MAGAZINE

Ref H431 £6.75
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The limerick competition held in The Bell last summer brought
a record number of entries. Here are a few more of the submissions.
The names of the poets have been omitted to protect the guilty!

Rhosymedre, a Welsh town of note,
John Edwards the priest a hymn wrote.
This beautiful theme
Won Vaughan Williams’ esteem,
But the version for brass gets my vote!

Rhosymedre begins in 4/2,
Like so many other hymns do.
Then some odd three-bar phrasing
Proves truly amazing –
(to me at least. What about you?)

Rhosymedre inspired a whim
From the vicar who then wrote a hymn.
Vaughan Williams took note
And a prelude he wrote.
I wonder what happened to him!

Rhosymedre’s a place you will find
That the people are friendly and kind.
If you have the choice
Go there and rejoice
And leave all your troubles behind.

Rhosymedre, a grand tune to sing,
The voices from Church ought to ring.
The chords of tradition
Should make their rendition
Alive with the fervour they bring.

Rhosymedre’s a village in Wales.
I’ll be sad if this limerick fails.
I’m beginning to wonder
Have I made a blunder
And completely gone right off the rails?

Bonnets and Perms
A woman in my grandmother’s time
began, at sixty, to wear a bonnet;
and, because she wore it, she felt old,
as old as the Empire’s widowed Queen.
What, I wonder, is today’s symbol
of feminine old age? I glance discreetly
at our old ladies. How well they dress!
How beautifully permed their white hair!
It is almost as though having a perm
is a refusal to submit to old age,
despite the wheel-chair and the frame,
a shortness of breath and arthritis.
And why not? We wage eternal war
against Father Time. It’s a losing battle,
but one, paradoxically, we must win;
not to believe this, is to be defeated.
Fred Pratt Green
© 1991 Stainer & Bell Ltd
From The Last Lap – a sequence of verse
on the theme of old age.
Ref B807 £5.75

Queen Victoria, published in 1887 with the title
‘Her Majesty’s Gracious Smile’.
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Tisdale’s Virginal Book
The music in this volume is taken from the so-called ‘John
Bull’ manuscript in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. The
manuscript is one of two surviving books bound for Dr John
Bull around 1600. Measuring about 30 x 20 cm, it retains its
original leather binding with lavish gilt tooling and gauffred
edges; the front cover is stamped IOHN BVLL DOCTER OF
MVSIQVE ORGANISTE AND GENTELMAN OF HER
MAIESTIES MOSTE HONORABLE CHAPPELL. The
John Bull
companion volume is in Cambridge University Library,
similarly bound but rather smaller in size (21 x 14 cm), it
contains three printed books: Sebastiani’s Bellum Musicale (1563), The Cittharn Schoole by
Antony Holborne (1597), and the Orcheso-graphie of Thoinot Arbeau (1596 edition).
Interestingly enough, the binding of the Fitzwilliam volume is practically identical with that
of My Ladye Nevells Booke, completed in 1591 and a principal source for Byrd’s keyboard
music.
The Fitzwilliam manuscript is written on printed music-paper, each leaf bearing the initials
T.E. (Thomas Este, of Aldersgate Street); as over half the pages are unfilled, it is apparent that
the volume was bound before being written in it at all – an unusual procedure. It contains a
strange variety of music. At the beginning are about 60 anonymous five-part compositions,
perhaps for viols; arrangements of madrigals and fantasies by Diomedes Cato (c. 1570–
c.1615), an Italian composer who worked in Poland; and the bass parts only of songs from
Dowland’s First Book of Songs or Ayres (1597). The last part of the book is taken up with
music of a slightly later date; it includes ayres and songs for plays by Robert Johnson (c. 1582
–1633), John Wilson (1595–1674) and others; and some metrical psalm-settings for voice and
instrumental bass.

TISDALE’S
VIRGINAL BOOK
Transcribed and edited by

ALAN BROWN

Ref K24 £10.75

Stainer & Bell

The keyboard music occupies 24 leaves, approximately in the middle of the book, and it is printed
in its entirety in this edition. It is written in a neat,
rather old-fashioned hand with diamond-shaped
note-heads; its style, and the composers
represented, suggest a date around 1600, and a
London provenance. None of the music in this
manuscript seems to be in Bull’s hand. Certainly
none of the several hands in the book resemble his.
Whether Bull sold, pawned or gave away the book
we do not know, but it seems that it passed out of
his ownership soon after it was bound – perhaps
just before he left England for the continent of
Europe in 1601. The keyboard music must have
been added soon afterwards, and it is likely that
the scribe was Tisdale himself, since the
customary ‘Mr’ is omitted before his name alone.
The twenty-one pieces in this edition, transcribed
and edited by Alan Brown, include works by
Tisdale, Edward Johnson, John Dowland, William
Randall, William Byrd and others.
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FULL OF EASTERN PROMISE
The British Isles is full of strange and mysterious buildings with those in the Egyptian style
featuring prominently. These include the former Carreras cigarette factory and the Carlton
cinema, both in London; the Egyptian House in Penzance and a former flax mill in Holbeck,
Leeds where even the chimney was in the shape of an obelisk and sheep once grazed on the
roof! Other strange buildings include a summer house in Dunmoe, Scotland in the shape of a
pineapple; the Indian outline of the Brighton Pavilion and the Cadogan Hall which might be
more at home in some hot middle-eastern country than in London’s Chelsea.
Built as the New Christian Science Church in 1907 for a
congregation of around 1,400 souls, it boasts some very fine
stained glass with a Celtic motif designed by a Danish nobleman,
Baron Rosenkrantz. By 1996 the congregation had diminished
greatly and they moved to a smaller church and the building
remained disused for several years. Renamed the Cadogan Hall,
it reopened in June 2004 as a concert venue and a permanent
London base for the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. On 16th
March 2014 it hosted the London Suzuki Group String Concert.
The Group, with around 50
teachers and over 600 students,
was founded in 1972 and was the
first in the United Kingdom to
Cadogan Hall
teach music using the method
conceived by the Japanese violinist Shin’ichi Suzuki (1898–
1998). The essential components of his method spring from the
desire to create the ‘right environment’ for learning music
which, in turn, will help to foster character in the students.
The concert began with a stage filled with over 45 young
cellists, some with their scaled-down instrument as big as the
youngster. Among the pieces played was A Merry Dance by
Adam Carse, performed from memory. The second half also
contained a cello piece published by S&B – Tarantella by W H
Squire (Ref 2287 £5.45). The finale was truly inspirational with
well over 300 pupils in all parts of the hall making great music
and obviously enjoying themselves in the process.

Ref 2202 £4.25

TURKISH DELIGHT
The organ was removed from the church when it was converted to a
concert venue, but if you have access to an instrument, whether pipe or
electronic, and have a sweet tooth, then you might like to savour Louis
Mordish’s Turkish Delight – one of a number of works in our popular
Light Organ Music Series. It is sure to go down well with an audience
and is totally non-fattening!
Ref H367 £4.25
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London
March 2014
Dear Mr Stainer and Mr Bell,
I know you do not exist – due to your mini history [Welcome to
Stainer & Bell], but I would like to thank you all the same, and
your staff, for acquiring a copy of Ilynsky’s Berceuse from
your archives for me. I do appreciate the trouble taken.
I have not seen the music for more years than I can remember
and you have made an old lady very happy indeed.
Yours sincerely,
Doreen
PS I do not normally admit to being old but have made an exception on this occasion.
(I am getting on a bit!)
Full name and address provided but omitted by the editor as an act of chivalry.

Priority Order Form
Please hand this order form to your local sheet music shop. However, in case of
difficulty, orders may be placed direct, either by sending this form to Stainer & Bell
or by visiting our secure online ordering facility at www.stainer.co.uk
Composer/Author

Cat. No.

Title

NB Please ensure that your name
and address overleaf are correct
and complete the rest of the form

Price

Qty

If ordering direct, please add £3.00
for orders up to £24.99 and £5.00 P+P
for orders of £25 or more to cover
post and packing. Total
Post and packing for overseas customers
(including Eire) is charged at cost.
Please ask for a quotation.
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Line Cost
£
p

CATALOGUE ORDER FORM
All our subject catalogues are available free of charge. Please tick the relevant boxes
and send the completed form to us at Victoria House, using the panel below
for your name and address, or order by email: post@stainer.co.uk

Stainer & Bell Ltd

T60 Choral Music
T61 Keyboard (piano, organ etc.)
and Study Books
T62 Strings
T63 Songs
T64 Wind, Brass, Jazz & Percussion
T65 Music in Education
T66 Rental Material
T68 Religious Publications
T69 Musica Britannica
T71 Early Music
T74 The Byrd Edition and
The English Madrigalists
T75 Early English Church Music
T108 Purcell Society Edition
Add my name to mailing list:

Choral Music
Catalogue

Stainer & Bell Ltd
PO Box 110, Victoria House,
23 Gruneisen Road, London N3 1DZ England
*Delete as applicable

*I enclose my cheque for £ ............................... made payable to Stainer & Bell Ltd
*I wish to pay by Visa/Mastercard/Maestro/Solo/Visa Delta
Card No. ................................................................................
Daytime telephone number (in case of query) ………………………………………………………..
Expiry date ........./..........

Maestro/Solo Card Issue No./Valid from ...............

Signature .....................................................

Date ...........................................

Name ……………………………………………………………………….………………….…
Address …………………………………………………………………………………….…….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………….… Postcode ………………………………………
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